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Residential home for Girls 4
“Street Children Program”



Director’s letter
 We did not reasonably think we would need to talk again about a sanitary crisis 
or restrictions on freedoms, or even online school in this 2021 report, but it is obvious 
that Covid-19 had impacted two whole years. And we do not know, at this time, what the 
months to come have in store for us. 
 
 However, it is in the heart of a storm that we can check the stability of a ship, and 
it is with humble but real satisfaction that we look back on the past months. The ship 
stayed afloat! The different homes have adapted, the employees have remained united, 
the children have adjusted. 
 
 The generosity of the benefactors who so faithfully support the foundation in Manila 
has not wavered despite legitimate fears. 
 
 Like a roped party in the mountains, each member of the foundation has held 
firm and the fruits are already being felt. Our reception capacity is growing and we are 
already considering new projects, sign of iron health. 
 
 My priest’s heart is therefore filled and the only word that comes to me, constantly 
turning my gaze to Heaven, is the word “thank you”. 
 
 With my faithful prayer.

           Father Matthieu Dauchez
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Slum of Happyland, Tondo
“Scavenger Children Program”



AUDITED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
 All the accounts of the foundation are yearly audited, by an external auditor. 
For the last few years, the foundation has been audited by Reyes Galang King 
& Associates, a member of Kreston International which belongs to a network of 
independent accounting firms.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CERTIFIED BY BIR
 The financial statements of the foundation are then yearly presented to the 
BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenue) and certified.
DSWD ACCREDITED
 The previous years TNK was DSWD licenced. Six years ago the foundation 
was accredited by DSWD. Accreditation give authority to an agency to implement 
social work or social welfare and developpement services.
 Through acreditation, DSWD support TNK in providing effective, relevant 
and quality social services, DSWD also seek to protect the trust of the people by 
promoting accountability, transparency, professionalism and integrity in delivery of 
social services.
 In 2018, the accreditation of TNK by DSWD has been renewed (level 1) and 
during 2021, we have begun the process of renewing this acreditation.
PCNC ACCREDITED
 On November 13, 2019, the accreditation of the Foundation has been 
renewed until 2022 by PCNC (Philippine Council for NGO Certification), which is 
a Government-led agency to certify non-profit organizations that meet established 
minimum criteria for financial management and accountability in the service to 
underprivileged Filipinos.
 It is a new recognition of the work done by the Foundation towards 
transparency and good financial management of the donations received.
TAX DEDUCTION FOR DONORS
 The accreditation by PCNC is the last step to conclude the process to receive, 
from the BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenue) the Certificate of Registration as a Donee 
Institution giving DEDUCTION for the DONOR and EXEMPTION FROM DONOR’S 
TAX.
 This certificate has also be renewed at the end of 2019 until 2022.

BARANGAY BUSINESS PERMITS
 In order to operate, every corporation in the Philippines should be registered 
in the local administration. 
Mayor permit, business permit, fire permit, sanitary permit and locational permit are 
requested to be registered.
 All our twenty-five one facilities secured the permits needed.

EXEMPTION FOR REAL PROPERTY TAX
 As a non-profit, non-stock organization dedicated to the street children, 
the foundation is exempted from the real property taxes on the houses that the 
foundation owns. 

Accountability and Transparency
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 Tulay Ng Kabataan Foundation helps 
the most unfortunate people of 

Metro Manila

Catmon, Navotas “Children  in slums Program”
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programs to help the poorest 
ones of  Metro Manila

“Street children”
333 children*, 21 centers

“Street children 
with special needs”

60 children*, 3 centers

“Children in slums” 
1504 beneficiaries**, 7 centers

“Scavenger children”
2166 beneficiaries**, 4 centers

* “Children” refers to the ones fully 
sheltered in the centers of the foundation.

“Elderly”
11 residents, 1 center

5
STREET

programs
SLUMS

programs
“COMMUNITY-BASED”

** One “Beneficiary” refers to one child who 
take profit of one service of the foundation. 
Are not counted the hundreds of children 
benefitting the programs punctually.
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STREET CHILDREN

 There are thousands of street children in Manila without any link with their families. They are surviving alone 
on the streets of Manila by begging, stealing or prostituting themselves. Easy preys for gangs, most of them become 
drug addicts and victim to all kinds of abuse (physical, sexual...). 

SITUATION

GOAL

ACTIONS & SERVICES
 IN THE STREET : The first step is the day and night presence of educators and social workers in the 
streets where these children live. They create bonds through discussion, activities and games that enable them to 
freely choose to join the foundation. 
 DROP IN CENTERS : Open day and night, the drop-in centers are shelters where children receive 
what they so cruelly miss in the street: love, education (with « bridge class » to prepare them for formal schooling), 
compassion, health care, staple items such as food and clothes. 
 RESIDENTIAL HOMES : The assessment of the situation by the social workers very often reveals that 
reconciliation of the child with his family is not appropriate. In such cases, children are accommodated in one of our 
21 residential homes, where they live in a family atmosphere. 
 EDUCATION : Children are enrolled in public schools regarding their situation, from kindergarten to 
college, vocational training and even farming. In order to protect those who are most exposed to the dangers in the 
street – such as gangs, drugs or conflicts with the law – the foundation opened a rehabilitation farm outside Manila. 
Through schooling and farming, the youth can learn better habits than the destructive ones of the street and recover, 
preparing themselves for their future.

 RECONCILIATION of the child with his family whenever it is possible. Registered social workers try to 
find the whereabouts of the families and, little by little, recreate a link between the parents and their child. Though 
reconciliations are rare, it is always heartwarming to see a child reconciled with his peers since problems often come 
from within the family. 
 PROTECTION : we care and support children as long as needed with psychological and legal help, 
based on our Child Prevention and Protection Chart.
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STREET CHILDREN with SPECIAL NEEDS

 Among the abandoned children living in the streets of Manila, some have handicaps – which make them 
even more vulnerable. Since 2006, the foundation has maintained specialized homes, providing them with the spe-
cific care they need and protecting them by offering the means for a more autonomous life. 

SITUATION

GOAL

ACTIONS & SERVICES
 IN THE STREET : Children with disabilities are even more at risk on the streets. They have to survive 
facing so intolerable situations as violence, prostitution. The foundation has opened specialized homes for them, 
adapted to their abilities and special needs. 
 CARING with SPECIALIZED HOMES : We offers to these children an alternative to the life in the 
streets and counts with centers adapted to their special needs and with educators that offer them a specific adapted 
education and workshops. We shelter them in a family atmosphere, offering them the specific care they need. The 
children benefit from medical and psychological follow-up. To let this happen we have team of graduated Filipino 
employees (social workers, psychologists, house- parents, street educators, health care assistant, teachers...) who 
take care of them 24/7. 
 EDUCATION & AUTONOMY : We provide professional workshops for special children, specialized 
schooling where they learn basic skills which are the first step towards greater autonomy. Our challenge is to help 
them integrate the “working world” as part of the Filipino working people, with an adapted job for their skills.

 RECONCILIATION : our social workers are looking for the family members of the children. The first goal 
of the foundation is to recreate the link between the child and his family whenever possible. 
 PROTECTION & LONG TERM CARE : we care and support children as long as needed with psy-
chological and legal help, based on our Child Prevention and Protection Chart. Helping the most vulnerable through 
these shelters and workshops, gives them the opportunity to shape their own future. TNK has the responsibility to 
take care of those youth, some of them are already adults, as long as they become autonomous. 
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 More and more elderly are left behind in the street. In order to tackle this issue our project is to help them 
the same way we are doing for the street children. However, our project goes well beyond: more than a shelter we 
focus also on intergenerational links and activities between our children and our elderly. 

SITUATION

GOAL

ACTIONS & SERVICES
 IN THE STREET : During daily ‘Big Nights’ to meet street children, our street educators frequently find 
alone elderly, abandoned, without family ties. In Manila, creeping misery is not only affecting children, but also elder-
ly, totally neglected who try to survive in the streets of Manila. 
 A SUITABLE HOME : where everything has been thought out to meet the requirements of the social 
services. Above all, we wish to ensure the well-being of the new comers. Therefore, the foundation acquired a large 
house in a quiet neighborhood. It includes a wooded area where the beneficiaries live at their own pace. Many ren-
ovations were made to facilitate everyday life: ramps, small clinics, grab bars... 
 WORKSHOP & INTERGENERATIONAL ACTIVITIES : Personal care, workshops and reha-
bilitation programs are set up to enable them regaining a decent life. Participation in household chores and other 
occupational activities contribute to their own reconstruction. 
Training sessions about personal assistance has also been set up for our young adults with special needs to offer 
them the opportunity to support these people while developing professional skills and life autonomy. Finally, meet-
ings and gathering are hold between the children of all our programs and the elderly. 

 RECONCILIATION : our social workers are looking for the family members of the elderly to recreate a 
link whenever possible. 
 PROTECTION & DECENT LIFE : to provide a family and convivial life adapted to the care of our 
elderly until their last breath as a family, with psychological and legal help based on our Prevention and Protection 
Chart. Like street children, these elderly need to restore their dignity.

ELDERLY abandoned in the STREET
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 When Smokey Mountain was closed down in 1996, many scavenger families stayed and where another 
large scavenging community of estimated 40,000 people arose living in the nearby dilapidated temporary housing 
tenements. Whole families alongside are forced to earn a living by scavenging either at the barge dumpsite.

SITUATION

GOAL

ACTIONS & SERVICES

 DAYCARE CENTERS : TNK has 4 daycare centers (2 in Tondo and 2 in Baseco) in order to meet the 
children urgent and basic needs. It became an actual haven for all families whose living conditions are indescribably 
like abysses of miseries of humanity. TNK has great concern for children because most of them suffer from the con-
tinuous of deprivations compared to children living in the usual informal settlements. Numerous children living within 
are born into a life of extreme poverty and are often given very little opportunity to escape the cycle. 
 HEALTH, EDUCATION, NUTRITION, PROTECTION: The living conditions are unbearable to 
the adult, and even to the children below 6 years old. They are exposed to all kinds of health hazards. We respond to 
emergencies by providing them nutritious foods, protecting them against many diseases and sending back to school 
for a better future. Attending school, or eating their meals at the center is the striking wand to help improve a child’s 
life. The longer a child stays at the center or in school the more time away from the dumpsite. In turn, their health 
improves by being away from putrid, toxic odors and fumes.

 DECENT LIFE : to help save and transform the lives of children & families of the poor urban communi-
ties, affected by violence, malnutrition and unhealthy living conditions, through their own empowerment.

SCAVENGER CHILDREN
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CHILDREN IN SLUMS

 Metro Manila is the most populous region in the Philippines and 3rd in the world. Estimated 4 million people 
are informal settlers stigmatized as “squatters” and nearly half of them are children living in slums lacking food, 
health, education. TNK’s is geared toward health, nutrition, education and family development.

SITUATION

GOAL

ACTIONS & SERVICES
 HEALTH : Countless children are incessantly falling ill since they don’t have access to basic health ser-
vices and even treatable diseases like pneumonia, diarrhea, and measles are still among the biggest causes of 
child deaths. Our maternal, newborn and child health care services are giving  to the mothers and babies a healthy 
start. These include activities follow-ups and monitoring of pregnant mothers, immunization monitoring of infants, 
preschool health check-ups and medical assistance. To ensure continued health of the children, parents undergo 
“MAPA’s” (Mama Papa) classes where they are educated on basic health. 
 NUTRITION: Malnutrition is one of the leading causes of death among children. Three out of every ten 
Filipino children are malnourished. TNK’s response to the problem is “Oplan Operation Timbang”, Food Supplemen-
tal Feeding and Nutrition Classes. Integrated Nutrition Services activities implemented in various TNK Childcare 
Centers and coverage areas that seek to rehabilitate undernourished children through local, affordable and available 
means. 
 EDUCATION : About 8,400 barangays still lack even one daycare center, although a national law man-
dates one in every barangay. The quality of day care centers is generally inferior owing to poor equipment, scant 
learning materials, financial limitations and foremost not free. To ensure that toddlers and preschool children of infor-
mal settlers have access to early childhood care and development services, TNK offers Early Childhood Education 
and Mental Feeding Services. 

 PROTECTION & DECENT LIFE : to help save and transform the lives of children & families of the 
poor urban communities, affected by violence, malnutrition and unhealthy living conditions, through their own em-
powerment.



Sport activity
“Street Children Program“
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INTRODUCTION
Sport contest during the lockdown

 To take an unbiased look at the passed year seems ambitious since the previous 
months - in the midst of an uncontrolled sanitary crisis - seem to be outside of time. The 
Covid-19 trial will probably remain in everyone’s mind as a terrible mess, a time simply 
lost, volatilized. For the foundation, it was mainly a question of keeping the ship afloat, 
of avoiding a panic that would have destabilized the balance and inner peace of the 
children. And afterwards, still seeing the end of this storm from afar, we are reassured by 
the way in which the foundation weathered the ordeal. 
Health
 First and foremost, we have no breach of the virus so dreaded by all. If it came to 
titillate one or the other member of our large family, it was obviously discreet and without 
symptoms since no center had to deplore a known case. Some employees have had 
to isolate themselves at home at times, mostly for being “contact cases”, as they are 
called in the new “Covid” jargon, but nothing to worry about. The children taken in by the 
foundation, like the families in the slums we serve, certainly have such a tested immune 
system that they are impassable fortresses. 
Education
 In terms of education, then, we are very proud of the way in which the foundation’s 
team of teachers set up an internal school from the start of the crisis in 2020, as we have 
already detailed. in last year’s activity report. The year 2021 has seen the organization 
continue according to the same format: young people at “High school” level and in 
university have continued to follow online courses, with more or less ease, when the 
other children, at level elementary (the vast majority), heard the lessons given by the 
teachers of the foundation. 
 Knowing that the Philippines is the only country not to have reopened schools after 
two years of confinement, sacrificing an entire generation of students who will find it so 
difficult to resume classes at the start of the school year, the children of the foundation, 
for their part , have had the privilege of taking their classes with teachers and will resume 
a normal pace without difficulty. The effectiveness of this organization has proven itself… 



Children in the street of Metro Manila
“Steet Children Program”
“Street children  with special needs Program”
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2021 Highlights
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In the slums
 
 From the beginning of the pandemic, the challenge was considerable for the teams 
working in the slums, we detailed it in our previous report because the squatters areas, 
overflowing with people, were particularly watched by the local authorities, probably for 
fear of non-standard contamination due to promiscuity. The latter did not take place, but 
the restrictions were indeed applied and the most disadvantaged families were put under 
pressure, particularly economic.    
 On the side of the foundation, we had to adjust our responses to maintain the work 
done for nutrition, health and the education of children. The door-to-door system had 
proven itself the first year of the pandemic, so we continued it, but the teachers in our 
small schools also set up “face-to-face” classes with a very limited number of students, 
on one hand to promote this much more effective mode of education than via the internet, 
on the other hand to prepare for a gradual return to normal next year. 

Street education 
 
 Joining the little ones absolutely had to remain an imperative. The educators 
continued tirelessly to walk the streets to meet the children. The tsunami of abandoned 
children that we feared, because of the pandemic, has not really happened yet, but we 
do notice that habits are changing: many families in shanty areas who lived off odd jobs 
are now surviving from begging, many new faces appear in the groups of children and 
former children of the foundation, who had found their independence, come to ask us for 
help, often having lost all means of subsistence. 
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“Outreach” in the streets of Metro Manila
“Street Children  Program“
“Children  with special needs Program“
“Elderly Program”



2021 Highlights
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Christmas Day in the foundation
“Street Children Pogram” 

The joy of Christmas 
 Covid-19 stopped everything in a few days, the world froze, the Philippines became 
paralyzed. Any event was impossible, any joy forbidden. So when, after 19 months of 
lockdown, a small relaxation of the rules in December (very temporary since everything 
closed very quickly afterwards) allowed us to consider a Christmas party with all the 
centers, we did not hesitate a moment. Thanks to the faithful and generous support of 
benefactors, we have gathered the entire foundation to celebrate the Nativity. The joy 
of the little ones, as well as the older ones, was an indescribable happiness and the 
memory of this day will remain an indelible memory for all... a bit like such a pleasant 
foretaste of an upcoming exit from the crisis. 

Concretely… 
  The year 2020 had been marked by a terrible fire in the slum of Happy Land, 
2021 will have been the year of reconstruction. On January 28, 2021, we were able to 
bless the new center. And what should have been a simple blessing was followed by 
that of about fifty hovels around, the families asking for it as we progressed through the 
slum. The opening of a new center in the slum of “Sitio sais” is almost complete. The 
place is arranged, the meetings with the families are over, the first registrations made. 
All that remains is to wait for the pandemic to be a bad memory to welcome the first 
students. A first house had been offered to us, spacious, already renovated, “ready to 
use”, but located in the most affluent part of the slum. We preferred to decline the offer 
for a simpler house, but with the most disadvantaged.
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Girls during the COVID crisis 
in  nursery for girls

“Street Children  Program“



Key figures of 2021

Number of children:

Number of children        
encountered in the street:

Number of children 
fetched in the street:

Number of children           
reconciled with their family:

Number of children going 
to school or bridge class:

  333

4614

   110

    3

    330

“Street Children” program

2021

Children by sex Numbers
Girls 134
Boys 199
Total 333

16%

23%

33%

20%

8%

Age brackets

0 to 6 years

7 to 10years

11 to 15 years

16 to 20 years

21 years and +

“ Yes, ANAK-Tnk provides for my essential needs, but not only ! 
the foundation offered me everything I have become. Without ANAK-Tnk, no one would have 
provided for my needs. I want to have a stable job for the long term in marketing, to make 
money. So I’ll be able to help others.” Faith - 22 - 2nd year of Bachelor’s degree in Marketing

“I want to become a Social worker to help children who are being abused by their parents and 
help those in need.”

Gigi - 21 - 2nd year of Bachelor’s degree in Social work

“My dream is to become a Social worker. The ones at ANAK-Tnk inspire me. It is a difficult 
job as you must visit families who are often in terrible situations. My dream is then to give my 
mother a better life by providing for her needs. ANAK-Tnk is helping me reach for my dreams 
and it helped me discover hope.” Christine - 22 - 2nd year of Bachelor’s degree in Social work



Key figures of 2021

Number of children:

Number of children 
fetched in the street:

Number of children           
reconciled with their family:

Number of children going 
to bridge class or school:

   60

     3

     0

     55

Number of children going 
to workshop :      56

“Street Children with special needs” program

2021

2%

28%

13%

57%

Age brackets

0 to 6 years

7 to 10years

11 to 15 years

16 to 20 years

21 years and +

Children by sex Numbers
Girls 26
Boys 34
Total 60

 Our team of Children and Youth Development Workers is in charge of the psychological support for the 400 
street children of the foundation, and their mental health: listening, supporting to help the children overcome the 
ordeals and abuse they have experienced. 
This pandemic and in particular the long lockdown make us more attentive. We are carrying out many more individual 
interviews. Thanks to these interviews, the children are encouraged to express and share their challenges, their 
worries, and to treat their emotional trauma due to the abuse they experienced in the past and those caused by the 
lockdown. 
 We organise various types of interactive activities adapted to the needs of each child. Thus, regulating 
agressive behaviour, encouraging self-awareness, awareness of mental health and other professional support to 
help them achieve the necessary skills and knowledge to manage their emotion, and develop their personality and 
self-confidence. We are also able to hold team-building activities for employees in each centre in order to strengthen 
the harmonious relationships between staff and children. 
 The pandemic crisis teaches us to be more resilient and show even more empathy towards each member of 
staff and each child we are taking care of. 

Taking Care of the Children’s Mental 
Health, A Priority.
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Key figures of 2021

“Elderly” program

 Transparency is an utmost daily priority for the foundation.
 First, physical transparency with see-through glass panes in every room (except 
bathrooms) in our centers, to ensure no one can be left alone in a room without being seen; 
this measure is enhanced with surveillance cameras imposed by DSWD (Department 
of Social Welfare and Development). Times and places scheduled for talking are also 
integrated into the lives of each home, to help report all the needs and difficulties, but 
also the joys experienced in our homes !
 Next, ‘financial’ transparency, is just as essential. Each year, the foundations’ 
accounts are audited twice: internally by our accounting teams, and externally by an 
accredited firm: each expense must be approved, justified and proven by an official 
receipt. The final audit is then approved by the BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenues) 
and made available online on our website in a simplified version, and avai- lable in 
its complete version upon request. This transparency is all the more acknowledged 
by the Government of The Philippines, as the foundation is accredited by the PCNC 
(Philippine Council for NGO Certification), acknowledging the financial transparency 
of the foundation’s management. All these measures give us full legitimacy with our 
benefactors, providing the necessary visibility regarding the foundation’s management.

Transparency

Number of residents:         11

        0

    1

Number of centers:         1

Number of residents           
reconciled with their family:

Number of deceased 
residents:    



Key figures of 2021

Number of beneficiaries:

Number of children          
of education program :

Number of children of sup-
plemental feeding program:
Number of children          
of health program:

  2166

    542

     320

    208

Number of centers:        4

“Scavenger Children” program

2223

Massive Poverty,
Our Homes are Overflowing 

 The situation today on the streets and in the slums reflects massive poverty, it is clearly a question of 
survival for many families. The pandemic and endless lockdown have a devastating effect on employment. 
We have seen that more poor families have become dysfunctional: parents do not hesitate to go farther 
away to look for necessities and beg on the street, abandoning their children. Prostitution is everywhere, in 
particular in the port zone of Manila, at a level never seen before in 25 years. As expected, our educators on 
the street have met more abandoned children. With everyone’s help, we hope to open new homes in 2022 
to meet this unparalleled emergency. 
From the bottom of our hearts, Thank You. 

Number of medical 
procedures:     560

9 out of 10 PH kids age 10 can’t read
COVID IMPACT : Forced by the pandemic to stay home, 
schoolchildren in the Philippines struggled with 
studying remotely, pushing learning poverty in the 
country to a new high of 90 percent this year, a new 
World Bank (WB) report showed. The bank defines learning 
poverty as being unable to read and understand a simple 
text by age 10.

 Philippine Daily Inquirer, 20 November 2021 
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Key figures of 2021

Number of beneficiaries:

Number of children          
of education program :

Number of children of sup-
plemental feeding program:
Number of children          
of health program:

     1504

   405

   295

    233

Number of centers:         7

“Children in Slums” program

Number of medical 
procedures:

    201

TNK’S HUMAN RESOURCES
   195 Filipino employees 
  Street educators, teachers, psychologists, house 
parents, center coordinators, registred social workers, 
drivers, etc.)

   3 permanent members

   61 volunteers mothers in the slum areas

   6 foreign volunteers

Malnutrition increased by 40%

businessmirror.com.ph 



2022 Projects
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Progress report for the projects of 2021: 
 • A new shelter for girls with disabilities
 • Two new daycare centers in the slums     
 • “Aroma” daycare center rehabilitation 

 Postponed (COVID 19)
 Postponed (COVID 19)
 Postponed (COVID 19)

1. A new shelter for girls with disabilities
 This project, postponed several times, 
is really vital for the foundation, knowing that 
the maximum capacity of our current center is 
exceeded.Thankfully, the renovation started in 
September 2021.

Opening expected: April 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 16,5 m pesos purchase of the property
 • 2,2 million pesos for the running expenses

6. “Aroma” daycare center rehabilitation (posponed in 2021)
 The daycare center of Aroma was opened at 
the time of the closure of the “Smokey Mountain”, 
open air dumpsite in 2014. 

Opening expected: June 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 300.000 Pesos

2. A new shelter for girls #6
 The stability of the childern increased 
during the COVID crisis so we noticed that it’s 
urgent to open a new home for the girls in order to 
welcome others girls in need in the after the end of 
the lockdown in the country.

Opening expected: June 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 500,000 pesos for the renovation of the 
property (already owned by TNK)
 • 2,2 million pesos for the running expenses

3. A new shelter for boys #7
 For the same reasons of the girls , we need 
also to open a new residential home for boys.
For that, TNK need to buy a new property in 
the area of the foundation and to deal with an  
uncontrollable real estate market.

Opening expected: September 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 35 millions pesos for the purchase of the 
property + 2 millions for the renovation.
 • 2,2 million pesos for the running expenses

4. 2 new Van needed to replace the old and insecure ones 
Purchase expected: April/May 2022 Estimated Investment:

 • 2 millions pesos for the purchase.

5. New Day care center #12 (Slums Program)
 After the survey made by the TNK team in 
the slums, the need to open a new daycare center 
in the slum of Sitio Sais was clearly urgent. 

Opening expected: May 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 600,000 pesos: construction and material.
 • 700,000 pesos: running expenses 

7. Relocation of the daycare center of Catmon #2
 Since the daycare center is being 
demolished, the TNK team need to find a new 
place for the relocation

Opening expected: September 2022
Estimated Investment:
 • 500.000 Pesos for the construction



Creation Of Tulay Ng Kabataan, Inc.
• Opening of the first center for street children and one carpentry. 
• The help to children living in the slums of Manila is brought by local communities.  

Opening of the first centers
• Opening of new residences for boys and centers in the slums. 
• New Center for Scavenger Children in the Smokey Mountain. 
• First center for girls under the Street Children Program.  

Extension of the programs
• New centers for street children including a home for students. 
• Launching of the new program for children with disabilities. 
• Opening of a new rehabilitation center in Bataan (farm) for the most unstable children.
New Executive Director
• Father Matthieu Dauchez is appointed as the new Executive Director by the TNK board. 
• Acquisition and construction of the new office at 94 Kalayaan Avenue, Quezon City.
Consolidation of the Foundation
• New workshop for children with disabilities
• Launching of the nursery project
• Acquistion of new houses for Street Children Program.
• Reorganization of the scheme of Human Resources.
• Internationalization of ANAK-Tnk volunteers group in Singapore, USA, Switzerland, UK. 
Visit of Pope Francis at the Foundation
• Visit of Pope Francis to the children of the Foundation in January 2015.
• DSWD accreditation (Philippines social welfare department)
• New center for Scavenger Children Program. 
• Launching of ANAK-Tnk volunteers group in Spain.

1998

2000
2004

2006
2010

2011

2012
2014

2015

History of TNK 
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• New centers in the Street Children and Slums Programs.
• Acquistion of new houses for Street Children Program.
• Creation of ANAK-Tnk volunteers group in the Philippines.
• Launching of the new program for elderly people abandoned in the street;
• Celebration of TNK 20th anniversary.

 2019
• New centers in the Street Children and Slums Programs.
• Acquisition of a house to prepare 2020 Girls with disabilities center’s opening;
• Renewal of our BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenue) and DSWD accreditation for 3 years.

2016
2018

 2020
 2021

• COVID crisis: projects and activities freezes, outreachs of our street educators 
suspended, children confined but thankfully no pandemic within the foundation
• “HappyLand” slum fire and “Market3” daycare center reconstruction.



Statement of Financial Position 2021

More than 1 year budget in advance in bank (required by the government) =      80,000,000 php
anticipation for buying new houses =                                                                    26,522,098 php
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BALANCE SHEET 

in Philippino pesos

Dec-21 Dec-20

Cash and Cash Equivalents 106,522,098 106,191,516

     Cash and Cash Equivalents 96,522,098 96,191,516

     Long Term Investments 10,000,000 10,000,000

Net Property and Equipment 283,621,758 283,136,360

     Previous Net Property and Equipment 283,136,360 281,501,384

     Building & Improvements 414,181 457,332

     Office equipment & Furnitures & others 71,217 1,177,644

Less: Accumulated depreciation & others (70,617,350) (60,217,270)

Other Assets 19,295,190 17,617,531

Total Assets 338,821,696 346,728,137

Donated Capital and Capital Contributions 502,825 502,825

Accrued Expenses and Other Payables 48,358,094 48,089,952

Accumulated Excess of Receipts over Expenses 289,960,777 298,135,360

Total Liabilities 338,821,696 346,728,137

CASH FLOW

in Philippino pesos

Dec-21 Dec-20

Cash - BOP 96,191,516 78,056,474

Net CF from operating activities 1,084,360 9,652,902

Net CF from investing activities (753,778) 8,482,140

Cash - EOP 96,522,098 96,191,516

in Phillippine pesos 



Profit and loss account
Statement of activities 2021
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P&L ACCOUNT

in Philippino pesos Dec-21 Dec-20

RECEIPTS

Grants Received 72,471,327      78,749,604

Foreign Exchange (loss) / gain 880,900           1,622,950

Other Income 275,718           394,346

Total 73,627,945 80,766,900

EXPENSES

Salaries and staff related expenses (47,056,628) (44,844,159)

Feeding (10,489,668) (10,108,430)

Rentals (624,502) (127,400)

Supplies (1,857,953) (2,293,487)

Communication, light and water (3,331,673) (2,828,537)

Schooling and education (1,814,148) (906,814)

Medical (1,636,498) (1,636,498)

Transportation (926,446) (746,213)

Other Expenses (3,664,932) (4,697,606)

Total (without depreciation) (71,402,448) (68,189,144)

Depreciation (10,400,080) (10,532,309)

Total (with depreciation) (81,802,528) (78,721,453)

EXCESS / (SHORTAGE) OF RECEIPTS OVER EXPENSES (8,174,583) 2,045,447

in Phillippine pesos 



Donations 2021 Expenses distribution by
Statement of activities 2021
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program
                   in philippine peso and US dollar 

1 US$=50.9823₱ on Dec 29, 2021 ₱ $
ANAK-Tnk 59,216,822 1,161,517 81.7%

ANAK-Tnk France 46,180,291 905,810

ANAK-Tnk USA 6,794,779 133,277

ANAK-Tnk Germany 4,072,020 79,871

ANAK-Tnk UK 1,416,940 27,793

ANAK-Tnk Italy 720,293 14,128

ANAK-Tnk Philippines 32,500 637

Enfants Du Mékong donations 3,653,627 71,665 5.0%
World Trust 870,049 17,066 1.2%
Air Liquide Foundation 354,516 6,954 0.5%
St Charles Borromeo medical 300,566 5,896 0.4%
Jefpag Foundation 287,000 5,629 0.4%
Sto Nino de Paz Greenbelt Chapel 190,000 3,727 0.3%
Whitelight Creative Management 180,000 3,531 0.2%
Rockwell Land Corporation 148,000 2,903 0.2%
Layforce 116,569 2,286 0.2%
Other institutional donations 578,354 11,344 0.8%
Other personal Donations 6,575,824 128,982 9.1%
Total 72,471,327 1,421,500

73%

12%

7%
5% 3%

Street Children Program

Mentally challenged youth program

Children in slums program

Scavenger children program

Elderly program

  Main partners and sponsors
- Global partnerships with companies dropped by 60% during the pandemic = new challenge 
+ Increase of Individual donations (140%) = enables long-term action



www.anak-tnk.org


